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5783 Guest Scholar Series 

Exploring “Fiddler 

on the Roof”  
Roger Pines 

SUNDAY | SEPT 18 | 11:00 AM  

"Fiddler on the Roof” is the most moving of all Broadway 

musicals. It stands alone among Broadway musicals not just 

because of its universally beloved songs, but because it reveals 

the pulse of a living, breathing community. In celebration of Lyric 

Opera of Chicago's production, Roger Pines explores this 

extraordinary work and the factors that have enabled it to 

maintain such popularity worldwide for nearly six decades. 

Organizing 101 – 

How Do the 

Powerless Get 

Power?”   
Tom Tresser 

WEDNESDAY |OCT. 12 | 7:00 PM 

Co-sponsored with Sholom Justice 

Did you know that President Obama started out as a community 

organizer on Chicago’s South Side? What is community 

organizing? What makes for an effective community organizer? 

How is organizing different from other forms of social service or 

change work? Long time civic educator and public defender Tom 

Tresser will address these questions in a dialog with Rabbi Scott 

Gellman.  

Refugee High: 

Coming of Age in 

America 
Elly Fishman 

 

WEDNESDAY | OCT. 19 | 7:30 PM 

Co-sponsored with Sholom Justice 

Elly Fishman will discuss her acclaimed her book, Refugee High: 

Coming of Age in America, which chronicles a year in the life of a 

Chicago high school that has one of the highest proportions of 

refugee students of any school in the nation. Winner of the Studs 

and Ida Terkel Prize, Refugee High raises vital questions about 

the priorities and values of a public school system and offers a 

captivating, eye-opening window into the lives of Chicago's 

newest residents. 

Live at Mister Kelly's 
David Marienthal 

SUNDAY | OCT. 23 | 10:45 AM 

Marienthal will be talking about his father 

and uncle the late George and Oscar 

Marienthal, and their powerhouse establishment, Mr. Kelly’s, an 

integral part of Chicago’s entertainment industry in the mid-20th 

century.  

From 1953 to 1975, Mr. Kelly’s was the place to be: The Rush 

Street nightclub launched the careers of many Hollywood 

luminaries, including. Barbra Streisand, Bette Midler, Mort Sahl, 

Lenny Bruce, and Freddie Prinze.  

 

Accidental 

Gangster: Dutch 

Schultz and Me 
Harriet Goodman Grayson  

SUNDAY |OCT 30 | 10:45 AM 

Author will discuss her book, Accidental Gangster: Dutch Schultz 

and Me,  a novel based on her grandfather Goldy’s life. He ran 

booze for the Jewish Gangster Dutch Schultz. Because her 

grandfather was a fisherman who owned boats, he became an 

accidental gangster after he was recruited by Dutch Schultz. One 

who treasures his own life did not say, “no,” to Dutch. That 

began her grandfather's journey as a bootlegger in 1920. 

 

This Narrow Space  
Dr. Elisha Waldman 

SUNDAY |NOV 6 | 10:45 AM  

Elisha Waldman received his MD in Tel Aviv 

followed by training in pediatrics at Mount Sinai Medical Center, 

Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center and Children’s Hospital 

Boston. Currently he is a pediatric palliative care physician at 

Lurie Children’s Hospital. 

Dr. Waldman will talk about a pediatric palliative care physician’s 

journey through healthcare in Israel and the Midwest.  
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The Choice: A Novel of 

Love, Faith and the 

Talmud 

Maggie Anton 

SUNDAY |NOV. 13 | 10:45 AM 

The award-winning author of Rashi's Daughters, Maggie Anton, 

has written a wholly transformative novel that takes characters 

inspired by Chaim Potok and ages them into young adults in 

Brooklyn in the 1950s — a time of Elvis and Marilyn, communist 

scares and polio vaccines, postwar Jewish migration to Israel and 

America. When journalist Hannah Eisin interviews Rabbi Nathan 

Mandel, a controversial Talmud professor, she persuades him to 

teach her the mysteries of the text forbidden to women though 

it might cost him his job if discovered. Secret meetings and lively 

discussions bring the two to the edge of a line neither dares to 

cross, testing their relationships with Judaism and each other. 

Environmental 

Justice: Changes in 

the way we see the 

world 
Eugene Goldfarb 

SUNDAY |NOV. 20 | 10:45 AM 

This talk will be an overview of how the public and private 

sectors interact on environmental policy and includes a 15-

minute video that talks about Clinton's Executive Order on 

environmental justice, which is the framework for government 

policy in this area.  

 

Supernatural  
Stephen Karol 

SUNDAY |DEC. 4 | 10:45 AM 

Rabbi Karol’s second book is about the 

afterlife and is presented in three ways: first, what the Hebrew 

Bible and later Jewish writings have to say about what happens 

to us when we die; second, what the beliefs and customs are 

that recognize God’s “supernatural” power to connect with us in 

our daily lives; and, third, what experiences some people have 

had with communication from the deceased through what are 

called “signs,” and which he refers to as “blessings.” There are 75 

experiences included in the book. 

 

Hiding in Plain Sight: A 

Journey to Everyday 

Spirituality 
Michael Zedek 

SUNDAYS |DEC. 4 & 11| 9:30 AM 

The class, based on a manuscript recently accepted for 

publication, focuses on a peculiarity of the Hebrew Bible. 

Namely, every time what we would describe as a miracle occurs 

in the Hebrew Bible, no one draws the “correct" lesson, which 

must be on the order of a central/ essential teaching. What may 

that mean as we strive for meaning in the regular and routine of 

our experience? 

Unbuttoned: Clothing 

as a Theme in 

American Jewish 

Comedy  
Ted Merwin, PhD 

SUNDAY | DEC. 11 | 10:45 AM 

Without the massive influx of Jews from Eastern Europe at the 

turn of the twentieth century, two major industries might never 

have taken root in New York, Chicago, and other American cities-

-clothing manufacture and show business. Indeed, clothing took 

on a major symbolic dimension in comedy created by both 

female and male Jewish entertainers. These routines helped to 

refashion Jewish identity in America by both celebrating the 

rapid economic rise of Jews and also tapping into profound 

anxieties that Jews had about their roles in a competitive, 

capitalistic society. Many of these routines helped to propel 

Jewish entertainers into prominence by weaving Jewish 

sensibilities into the very warp and woof of American culture. 

This lecture will feature clips from Fanny Brice, Barbra Streisand, 

Jerry Seinfeld, Larry David, and others.  

Demystifying Teen 

Language on Gender 
Paige GoldMarche 

SUNDAY | DEC. 18 | 10:45 AM 

 Supporting our teens in becoming their best selves requires 

great communication. If you are sometimes confused by the 

language teens and pre-teens use about gender, this session will 

help you. Understand teen language on gender and why it 

matters to teens. You'll also learn about other resources and 

ways to support trans, nonbinary, and gender expansive teens in 

your lives. Whether or not you have a queer teen in your life, this 

learning opportunity is for you. 
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Through the Eyes of 
the Other 
Rachel Korazim 

SUNDAY| JAN. 15 | 9:30 AM 

Over twenty percent of Israeli citizens are 

Arabs. They are mainly Muslim with a relatively small Christiam 

minority. They are an integral part of Israeli society. They are our 

doctors and nurses, they build our houses, and work with the 

needy as social workers. They also have a very rich literature 

of both prose and poetry, written in Arabic and sometimes in 

Hebrew. In our session we will encounter the most famous 

among Arab writers in Israel: from Emile Habibi who is long gone 

all the way to young contemporary poets: men and women who 

will open a door for us into the lives of those who many see as 

"The Others". The session will be insightful but not always easy. 

 

Big Business Profits 

During the Holocaust  

Peter Hayes 

SUNDAY | JAN. 22 | 9:30 AM 

In his recent book, Profits and Persecution: German Big Business 

and the Holocaust, Professor Hayes traces the ways by which the 

German corporate world became deeply implicated in—indeed, 

indispensable to—the Nazi regime’s persecution, exploitation, 

and murder of Europe’s Jews.  He argues that these 

developments stemmed inexorably from choices the nation’s 

leading corporate executives made in 1933, at the very outset of 

Nazi rule. 

 

From Brokenness to 

Healing 
Ellen Blum Barish 

SUNDAY |JAN. 29 | 9:30 AM  

Ellen Blum Barish’s journey of healing from a silenced childhood 

trauma is reflected in her recently published memoir, Seven 

Springs (published by Shanti Arts, 2021). Ellen will read 

selections from her book and talk about how writing it helped 

her reunite with her past self, and what she now understands as 

faith. She will talk about themes of brokenness, repair, Jewish 

mysticism, and writing. 

 

“Kosher Hits” – Jewish 

comedy  

“Radio Dave” Milberg 

SUNDAY | FEB 5 | 9:30 AM 

Radio Dave” Milberg has schlepped all over the 

music world to find this mostly meshugana 

music, so you shouldn't have to be verklempt. As an added 

attraction, there were actually some Hebrew melodies that 

became pop and rock hits on their own, without parodying any 

well-known earlier recordings. These are included, too, along 

with the now truly rare (e.g., the Alma Gluck version of Hatikvah, 

recorded in 1918, that sold a million copies in 1919) 

 

Disability and the 

Politics of Healing 
Rabbi Julia Watts Belser 
SUNDAY | FEB. 12 | 9:30 AM 

The lame shall leap, and the mute shall sing.  In a famous 

passage from the Bible, the prophet Isaiah imagines the world to 

come as a world where human bodies are transformed. But what 

are the social and political implications of these images of 

heavenly healing, and how do they resonate with contemporary 

calls for disability pride and disability justice?   We’ll bring 

ancient Jewish sources into conversation with contemporary 

voices from disability communities—and grapple together with 

questions of disability, difference, and the politics of healing. 

 

Clothing and Gender 
Mike Mosowitz 

SUNDAY | MARCH 5 | 10:45 AM 

Purim is a story about the shift from living with 

a hidden identity to coming out as truly 

oneself. What might it teach us about the role of clothing, either 

concealing or expressing gender identity? 

Rabbi Mike Moskowitz is the Scholar-in-Residence for Trans and 

Queer Jewish Studies at Congregation Beit Simchat Torah, the 

world’s largest LGBT synagogue. Rabbi Moskowitz received three 

Ultra-Orthodox ordinations while learning in the Mir in 

Jerusalem and in Beth Medrash Govoha in Lakewood, NJ. He is a 

David Hartman Center Fellow and the author of Textual Activism. 
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Israeli Literature – 

Reading Stories by 

Etgar Keret 

Efrat Bloom 

SUNDAYS | MAR. 12 & 19 | 9:30 AM 

In 2012 Keret said, “I think I’m controversial among some of the 
people in Israel and accepted by others, but the same can also 
be said for evolutionary theory.” Keret’s stories are complex, 
ambiguous, and sometimes seems to be coded messages.  Listen 
to Efrat Bloom read his stories and help you navigate Keret’s 
unusual world. 

The Beautiful and Ugly 

Sides of Degas: The 

Dreyfus Affair 
Carol Salus 

SUNDAY | MARCH 12 | 10:45 AM 

Degas came from a banking family and when their assets fell, he 

blamed the Rothschilds and other Jewish bankers. In this 

presentation various paintings and sculptures by the 

Impressionist artist are shown along with portraits of Jews by 

Degas are shown.  We will discuss his family's wealth and its 

decline along with the simultaneous development of the case 

against Dreyfus and how Degas turned against his closest Jewish 

friends.  

 

The Yiddish Influence 

of on Jewish 

American Comedy  
 Grace Kessler Overbeke, PhD 

SUNDAY | MARCH 19 | 10:45 AM 

American comedy has been strongly influenced by Yiddishisms, 

specifically the sense of "laughter through tears" that is often 

associated with Sholem Aleichem. Starting with Aleichem's 

stories of "Tevye the Dairyman," this class follows motifs of 

Yiddish humor into the United States through the decades, 

examining the Marx Brothers, Fanny Brice, Woody Allen, Sarah 

Silverman and more to find the Yiddish roots of comedy in the 

United States.   

 

Exploring the 

Monsters of Jewish 

Myth as Lessons for 

Our Own Psychology  
Stacee Reicherzer   

SUNDAY |MARCH 26 | 10:45 AM 

We know the stories of the Leviathan, the golem, and other 

fantastic creatures from the Torah and other ancient texts. What 

though can these creatures reveal to us about our own needs, 

our yearnings, our latent talents, and other parts of the Jewish 

soul that we’ve yet to uncover? Join Dr. Stacee Reicherzer on a 

journey to explore what these great mythical beasts have to tell 

us about ourselves.” 

 

Climate Change and 

the Jewish Question: 
Judith Plaskow  

SUNDAY |APRIL 16 | 10:45 AM 

The Jewish community often focuses on 

issues of Jewish identity and continuity, looking at events 

through the lens of their impact on the Jewish future. What does 

it mean, then, for Jews to confront a truly global crisis? What are 

Jewish resources for thinking about climate change, and are 

there ways that fundamental Jewish religious assumptions have 

contributed to the problem?  

 

How the Bulgarian 

Jews Survived the 

Holocaust  
Dr. Joseph Benatov 

SUNDAY |APRIL 23 | 10:45 AM 

In 1943, Bulgaria complied with German demands and deported 

nearly 11,400 Jews from occupied territories in northern Greece 

and Yugoslavia (Macedonia). At the same time, Bulgaria 

successfully resisted German pressures to deport the 50,000 

Jews living in Bulgaria. Dr. Benatov will offer an overview of the 

facts surrounding these historical events and will focus on the 

conflicting opinions about the role played by King Boris III, 

church officials, and politicians in the rescue of Bulgaria’s Jewish 

population. 
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The Bible in Opera 
Roger Pines 

SUNDAY |APRIL 30 | 10:45 AM 

The Bible has attracted and inspired 

many important figures in operatic composition, from 

Charpentier in the Baroque era to Schoenberg and Britten in the 

twentieth century.  After two previous talks for Temple Sholom, 

writer/lecturer Roger Pines (a panelist on the Metropolitan 

Opera broadcasts’ “Opera Quiz” since 2006) returns to explore 

this exciting repertoire. Come enjoy highlights from justly 

celebrated operas such as Verdi’s Nabucco and Saint-Saëns’s 

Samson and Delilah, while also getting to know neglected works 

that deserve greater familiarity among audiences, including 

Charpentier’s David and Jonathan, Rossini’s Moses in Egypt, and 

Goldmark’s The Queen of Sheba. 

 

Meir Kahane, Soviet 

Jewry, and the 

Global Order 
Rabbi Shaul Magid 

 

SUNDAY | MAY 7 | 10:45 AM 

It is well known that Rabbi Meir Kahane, militant American rabbi 

and founder of the Jewish Defense League, and later Israeli 

parliamentarian, was a driving force in the Movement for Soviet 

Jewry in the 1970s. Most think his interest was enabling Soviet 

Jews to emigrate to freedom. This talk will argue that the scope 

of his vision was far broader than Soviet Jewry. Kahane saw 

Soviet Jewry as part of a larger global conflagration between the 

US, Soviet Russia, China, the Arab world, Israel, and Vietnam. His 

activism was an attempt to use Soviet Jewry as a wedge to argue 

for Jewish support for the Vietnam War, and to raise 

consciousness about the collusion of China and the Arab world 

against Israel and the west. 
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